
A MOVEMENT OF THE 

* TO ALL ENQUIRERS * 
We are very happy that you answered our advertisement. It will probably mean the dawn of a 

new day for you. Lesson Number One will be on its way to you before you receive this letter. Read 
it carefully for it tells of Power, dynamic, pulsing, surging Power. And for you. 

This is our whole message. This is the new revelation of God which came to Dr. Robinson, and 
on which this world-Movement has been built. From the dawn of civilization-down through the 
weary ages of advance, the questing, eager face of mankind has turned again and again to the light. 
It has looked for a God whose power can, here and now, bring to the suffering human race-God. 

Up to the limitless stars men have looked-always in search of some mighty power which could 
enrich and sustain life. This is a sure instinct, and how sure it is you will learn in subsequent Lessons. 
Now-this longing is being fulfilled as a result of the Teaching of this obscure and humble drug 
clerk, whose life is being lived to bring knowledge of such a power to mankind. And he is very effec
tively doing this. 

For out of the chasm of the void has come the surging strength of the new conception of the Realm 
of the S'pirit of God. A message of peace, happiness and abundance of material and spiritual blessings 
-all these, and more, it brings to us. Time after endless time, the constellations have wheeled in their 
orbits, and always the mighty Power of the God-Law has been present, ready and willing to supply 
mankind with all the heart holds dear-but the way had not been opened. 

But the way is open now. For the flaming truth of the God-Law, as revealed by Dr. Robinson, is 
sweeping before it the black shades of a religious night, and before this new conception of God, 
despair is routed, illness disappears, poverty is supplanted by abundance, and, for the first time 
in the history of the world, men and women are finding out who and what God actually is. Your 
fate is in your own hands now. At last the way to God is open if you will but take it. It matters not 
what your condition-how much you have-how much you know-the same pulsing Power that Dr. 
Robinson discovered when he first saw the truth of the God-Law, can enter your life and your spirit, 
and make you what _you want to become. 

When Lesson Number One arrives, read it carefully. Study it. It is necessary at this point in your 
Studies that you do. Lesson Number Two will come to you one week after and you will receive one 
Lesson each week from now on. Please fill out the enclosed Student's Membership Certificate, en
close your first month's contribution, and mail to "Psychiana,'' Moscow, Idaho. 

Cordially yours, 
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